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Condition: New. 226 x 150 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Curious Elephant
completes the elephant book trilogy, which includes The Blind
Man s Elephant and The Hijacked Elephant. In all three, the
elephant is a metaphor for Christianity. Pastors of religious
organizations claim the US and the other Christian nations of
the world are not in end-time prophecies, but nothing could be
further from the truth. Lacking a clear understanding of the
relevance of the covenants to Christianity, however, we ve lost
our understanding of the gospel Christ actually delivered in the
first century. Christians are supposed to be followers
individually, not denominationally, of Christ. Organized
churchianity has made 21st century Christianity irrelevant. No
wonder so many young people are becoming atheists. Lacking
understanding of the gospel delivered by Christ in the first
century, it s no surprise we are completely in the dark about
understanding the end-time prophecies. It s like trying to
unravel a riddle when someone has given us an incorrect clue.
It s hopeless. And it shows today especially when we are
repeatedly told the US is not in end-time prophecies.
Comprehending the...
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It is really an awesome pdf that I actually have actually study. It really is basic but excitement from the 50 % of the
publication. I am delighted to inform you that here is the greatest book i have read through within my individual
existence and can be he finest publication for actually.
-- Mr s. Ya sm ine Cr ona-- Mr s. Ya sm ine Cr ona

Without doubt, this is the very best operate by any publisher. Indeed, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and
interesting literature. You may like how the writer compose this pdf.
-- Toni B echtela r-- Toni B echtela r
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